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z i) By ng the aagle of indination r inslde 
thickness 

the 

surfaces, the nath diferene chaus ol due to e 
inclination raf the rays in the film and the fringes are the locuso 
angle af inclination inside the film These fringes are called the ftge t 
inctination or the Haidenger's fringes. These fringes arc formed at infaity a 
seen by focussing a telescope at infinity. The position ol central frinac drpra 

position of cye and it lhes on the [oot ofl perpendicular drawn on 

herer).As the value olrincreases in going out of the cent 

decreases and hence the order of fringes n decreases. 

7-14. Michelaon's Inierferometer 
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Le x, 
then dE kldr 

Tben e 

1 standard integral, = 

4n(2mkT) -EWT 

since Ec-Eg AE, where AE is the forbiddm energy gap 
" AT"eAB2AT 

where A(2mk isa constant. The value aft 
is 428 10- per m> K, 

Similarly, hole density in the valence band 

4(2m2 

ax(2mkT)
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prodced na body s directly proportional to lthe stress oPPiieu on il. Hence withi 3af 47 
ine limit of clasticity, more the deforming lorce applied on the body more is the change prue ne size or Shape of thal object. Kemember that Hooke's law is npplicable on ne ne oelomng torce applied on the object is small (iLe., the deforming force is wihia 
the limit of elasticity). 

Hence according to Hooke's law, within the elastic limit, mmore the stress opplielon a body, more is the strain prodiced in that body Le, stress is ahvays directly proportions to the strain or in other words, the ralio ot stress to strain is a constani. ILe., stress stnin 

strain snE (modulus of elasticity) The constant E is called the modulus of elasticity of material of the body. Is v depends on the material of the body and is different for different materials. Its S.l. 
S newtonvmeire. 

3.4. Elastie Constants for an Isotropic Soild Here we shall comsider the homogeneous and isotropic substances or bod 
which the elastic properies are une ame at all points and in all directions. All he 
re generaly not bomogencous anad Isotropic. For example, woo 
erent points and in different dir ropic (Le., theirel Cysal and metals

directions). form of rod or wire, can oe 

unea 1o De homogeneous and isotropic. On the ode

ch can be obtainedin all liquids and gases (Le, fhuids) are generally homogeneous and iso

gASes (Lle, nuide0 be bomoprctals which erties are difle 

.There are the following three
oropic.material: (0 Young's modulus, (i) Bulk mod iciy of a homoge 

on appiying the force, the change is med Odulus r longitudinal suress to longihudinal straln is known as 

produced in the leng elasticioy 
if on applying the lorce, the change is produced in she sine we riio ot normal stress to volume st ced in the sun 
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The quantity Yi is called the sletural rigidit.
R 
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etrical momenttor n beam of (i) reetangular cross-scction and 

cireular eross-secEon 

For rectanguiar crusseetOnConsider a en of rectangui On DrcaGin b and dz S 

thdWe are ton Bcoetrical moment nbout 

ee s e be a layer of width d at a distance 

P 

M *** 

xis MN. The arca of cross-section of 
: b 

Geometrical mament of this layer about the Fig 3.1s.Denm of rectangulnr 

eros
The geometrical morment of total section of the beam about the axis MN Can De 

otained by intcgraling ne above Cxpression tor z dz to z ** #2 Le 

dI2 

339) 1- )- (- 
(i) For eircular cross-section: For a beam of circular cross-section of radiusr

mical moment of an element will be (z de) x *and the integrating limiis will De 

iom0 to "r. ke, 

If the beam is hollow and the intemal radius is and 
s( 

estermal 
) 

radius is 
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ne polential enerky siored per unit area of the zurface is calles energy:
In Fig. 3.24, ABCD is a rectangular frame of wire, on which another wire GH can slde without friction. A 

n ne irne oy immersing it in the soap solution. The fiim has the two rectangular surfacesE upper surface and the lower surfaceThe 1orce on the wire ut due to surface tensionis F T 21, which acts inwards and tends to contractthe ilm. Here s the surtace tesion of the liquid (i.e the force aciing on unit length) and I is the length of the 
GH. Here the length has been taken as 27 because

of the two free surfaces of the film. To keep the wire GH 
ie o 

ur 

required on it, If t cqual toF atin e wire GH required on . he wire aH is dsplaced through a distance x by uhe 

at its pe 

wire GH is displac rds, is uding a wire on 
do 

done on the wire (Le, the increase in potential enerE) is 
ce 

W -F 
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3.72) W -(T 2/hr - T x AA But F-T x 22. 

increase in the arca of film= /xx+lxx- 2 (because of the two surtaces 

of the In 

If in eqn. (3.72), AA Im, then T W joule 
Hence tne e0n aliquid is equal to the work required

ace tension can also be exnes cotant temperature. Thus t 

ation af Jm Sur rk done in formation ofa bubble-A bubble has the ore N. a ** bhle is hollow from inside T A Dubble has the two free surfad 
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